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ALVIEW (F

S(iIET OiIDNANCE MZTALiWhJY

LNTRODUCT ION

The bulk of the Soviet ordnance materiel which has been examined
in this country consists of equipment which was manafactured prior to
and during World War Ii. whatever equipment which may have been manu-
factured more recently than 1945 represents desighe which were stand-
ardized before the end of World War 11 and were made from materials
and by methods ,sed prior to 1945.

The subject paper covers the examination of several Soviet tank
and field guns, armor from JS iI and T-34 tanks, kinetic energy armor-
piercing awmunition of both steel and tungsten carbide core types, and
high-explosive ammunition, most of which had been captured in Korea,
while a certain amount had been recovered from German battlefields of
World dar 1I. The metallurgical and mechanical properties of this
materiel will be covered, as will the more significant feature of
design and manufacture. insofar as available information permits, ai.
evaluation will also be made of tneir performance characteristics.

1. Artillery

Four gun tubes ranging in caliber from 76 MM to 122 MM and repre-
senting both tahk and field guns presumably manufactured during 1937-
1944 have been examined by the Urdnance Corps. Common features of these
weapons were simplicity of design and ruks,edness. The breech rings and
blocks were square cornered, had a minimum number of bosses, and these
components as well as the tubes were rough machined on all non-critical
surfaces. Critical surfaces such as chambers, forcin,;-cones, breech
ring recesses for the blocks, and rifling were well machined and had
surfaces comparable to those found in American equipment.

Jeneroas fillets were observed in the interior re-entrant angles
of the breech rings and in the rifling of the gun tubes; a very desirable
practice in that it minimizes stress concentrations. All gun. had mono-
bloc tubes except for the 122 MM field gun which had a sleeve approxi-
mately one-third the length of the tube shrunk on the breech end of the
tube. External threads on the sleeve of this weapon screwed into the
breech ring, while the sleeve was pinned as well as shrunk to the tube.
The 122 MM tank gun was designed so thnt most of its weight was at te
breech end, thus minimizing the equilibration problem. This gun had a
massive two piece breech ring, one end of which acted as the collar tohold the breech ring to the tube. The guns are, in general, of con-

ventional design and have locking collars similar to those found in
German World War iI guns. The 76 MM gun was fitted with a cast steel
double baffled muzzle brake, see Figure 1. It is not certain whether
this 76 MM gun was a tank or a field piece.
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The cnekical analyses and i~eciianical properties of the four duns
and their coLponents are listed in Table 1. The tubes of tie 76 ?.i,
85 i1,, and 122 1it tan4 nins are wade from a Ni-Cr-Ao vanadiam deoxLdized
steel having approximately equal awounts of nickel and chromim as
alloying, elements. Aiaerican -un steels of the 1ii-Cr-ho composition
;enerally contain at least twice %s much nickel as chromium. The cow-
position of the 3oviet 122 AM fiuld gun very closely approximates that
of dowestic weapons. The breech rin,-s and blocks as well as the lockin,;
colii-ir. were _iade of -elther IJi-G.'- or Cr-kio alloy steels. The only
co mponent ,,,aae of unalloyed steel (except for residual quantities of
ii, Cr, and 14o) uas tlhe cast muzzle brake on the 76 M,, -,n.

The Liecnanical Iroperties of the oviet gan tubes and other com-
ponents are, in eenerai, comaparable to those of domestic weapons which
were manufactured durind orld War il. The notched-bar "ipact properties
of tne3e weapons at low tea.eratures are quite poor and are considerably
below present standards. It ,ust be borne in mind, however, that we had
no lov te~iperature tou.-;hness recuirei.ients in gun steel specifications
Lt LI afte: tive enct of ,orld , .ar 1, and Aierican ,nuns manufactured durinS
tvtt peroc, were undoubtedly no toigner than the subject 3oviet guns.

A n *eneral the components of tie 3oviet guns were made of steels of
.o.iewhat inferior qaiity as co.yiarec to Aerican ;uns in tnat the steels
containec relativelj nu,.rous non-.,etallic inclusions and wore pronounced
ud coarser ceiidrittc strictlures. Except for tne 76 &, tank gun's .uzz.le

ir'a1e, ill ,tui coiiponents were for;ea by conventional practices.

h'ne relatively poor touimnes of these weapons as revealed by low
te... erature notc:ed-bar is,,pct tests resulte6 frow tie incofqylete qOuenca

r a of tne co.,ioaent. Cirin_ heat treiti.,ent. Althou,., in so:.,e
t:P i, t ' ,ias tie re-,ilt of .rsllffLcient nardenebillty bec.une of
u):cessivelJ low alloy content, the incomplete hardening ienerall, as
ca:ised by . slow cooiin, rate durin; quenching, indicating; th.t t.e -lti
coionents were q ienched iii oil or .ar n water rattler than drastically
quencned Ln cold water.

The properties of the Joviet -un tabes are such that brittle
fractures of the tubes Pnd breech riLs may be encountered in service,
p ,rticilarly at reduiced operati-, temperattres, high pressures, and
towards the end of the useful service life of the weapons.

ii. Tank Armor

The ordnance Corps's first contact with modern Soviet tank armor
was in 1943 when two tanks were provided to tnis country by the Soviet
;overnment for performance tests at Aberdeen Proving Jround. These tanks
were tile T-34 wedium tank and the KV-l heavy tank. Sections, including

2
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welded joints, were cut from the hulls and turrets of these tanks and
were sent to the Watertown Arsenal for metallurgical examination. The
following observations and conclusions resulted from this study:

1. Four types of alloy steels were encountered in the armor sec-
tions; Mn-Si-Mo steels were employed for the thinner rolled armor sec-
tions, Cr-Mo steels for the thicker rolled armor sections, Mn-Si-Ni-Cr-Mo
steels were employed for both rolled and cast steel components from 2"
to 5" in thickness, and Ni-Cr-Mo steels were employed for some of the
moderately thickc cast armor sections. The silicon content of the Mn-
Si-Mo and the Mn-Si-Ni-Cr-Mo steels was high, 1.0-1.5% Si, and there
appeared no attempts at alloy conservation except in the case of the
element molybdenum; the alloy content of all sections being more than
sufficient to provide adequate hardenability.

2. The arwor components of tne T-34 tank, with the exception of
the bow casting which was unheat-treated, were heat-treated to very high
hardnesses (430-500 Brinell), probably in ail atteiapt to secure maximum
resistance to penetration by certain classes of armor-piercing projec-
tiles even at the expense of structural integrity under ballistic attack.
The armor components of the LV-1 heavy tank were heat-treated to hard- !
nesses more nearly approaching Awerican practice (280-320 Brinell).

3. Tie quality of the ar,.ior steels ranged from poor to excellent.
Wide variations in production technique were indicated; some rolled armor
components were well cross-rolled while others were virtually straight-
away rolled. There was an extensive use of armor castings; the cast
turret of the T-34 tank was of good quality while that of the KV-1 tank
had excessive amounts of shrinkage and hottears in the section examined.
The bow casting of the T-34 tanK was very unsound and would have been
rejected under American standards, see Figure 2.

4. The design of the welded joints was characterized by dovetailing
;uch that the edes of the lighter plates were set into niches machined
or flame-cut into the heavier sections so that the surfaces of the
lighter plates were approximately flush with the edges of the heavier
sections. This resulted in transmission of stresses from one armor
section to another without subjecting the weld metal deposits to the
full force of stress applications other than compression stresses, in
wany cases the weld joint designs were such that the weld deposit served
more as a glue to hold the members together than as structural, stress-
bearing elements. Although the fundamental design of the joints appeared
excellent, the fit-up, appearance, and exection of the joint design and

welding was generally poor.
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5. Shallow penetration, poor fusion, severe imdercutting,
porosity, and cracking was observed in wost of the welds and prob-
ably resulted fro, improper Lanipulation of electrodes which might
not have had suitable operating characteristics. The sloppy appear-
ance of the welds was indicative of poorly qualified weldors. iAany
of the welds looked as if the weld deposits were hastily thrown in
to speed up prodaction. These obvious defects, together with low
strength and pour iaetailurgical stracture of ferritic weld deposits,
indicate that the welded joints would have poor resistance to severe
saock.

6. iierritic electrodes were used for .wost of the welding.,
aitnough alstenitic weld deposits were also encountered. in some
cpses, ferritic and a:istenitic electrodes were used, apparently in-
discrliwnately, in m~aking some of the weld deposits; soue of the beads
being laid down wita one type of electrode while other beads in the
sawe weld were deposited from the other type of electrode.

The results obtained rro, tie waetallurgical exa~ination of these
early wvorid war ii ioviet tanks have been described in sowe detail
since tney are exactly tnc 3,ql.ie as have been obtained from all examii-
nations perfor,:ied s.nce tuen .. ,vi-it tanks which were recovered in
*erlany after the end of .orla ,aar ii, anci on Soviet tanks which were
captared in Lorea curia., ± bu-lv!2. The Ordnance Corps has examined
several Joviet JS-±i taa, ., wncn wert found in ermany and several
5oviet T-)4 tanks froi )otn .c-r,nj -. I Lorea.

The ietallur, ical and wechanical properties of various araor sec-
t.,ons of ,S-.I and T-34 tanis are shown in Table il and the compositions
of both austenitic and ferritic weld metal deposits in these tanks are
shown in Table iii. A;ain, we encounter the Fn-Si-Mo, Nn-ji-Ni-Cr-do,
and Ii-Cr-Mo ar,.,or coi.ositions and very niga armor hardnesses. Al-
tnouih molybdenui contents as nigh as 0.38'r have been observed in Soviet
ar ior, the bulk of the ar,,or coL1positions have lower molybdeni contents
In the ran-e of 0.15 to O.jU0;, with ,iany having no more than 0.25
iolybden,u . This ele:,ient has an important function in redicirg the
te;.iper er.,brittleient susceptibility of neat-treated mediui to high alloy
steels an6 is used extensively in domestic ;an, armor, and projectile
steels in ai iounts of 0.40- 0.59p. The significantly lower iiiolybdenui
content ;enerally observed in Soviet ordnance steels may be taken Ps
a deliberate atteiit ,it conservation of this element which is known to
be not plentifuily available in Soviet controlled lands.

Jol,e of the arimor ste.:is have surprisingly high touhness consider-
in.; tne very h0eh haranes; levels; but iiany of the armior steels, even
the softe ;t ones, are very brittle. In several cases, the use of unalloyed

4
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-ind/or unheat-treated steels in such critical applications as turret

rnsbow castings, and floor plates has been noted. 'Jach components
wo LLd be very brittle and are apt to fracture even when not directly

iLpacted by projectiles. Unheat-treated hall floor plates would be
very subject to shattering and splintering under mine attack. Since
tnese conditions were observed in Soviet tanks presumably constructed
diring .iorld ilar i when :iucn of Joviet industry lay in rains and when
irodaction had to be pushed even at the expense of quality, it cannot
be safely assmied that the use of unheat-treated steels in critical
tani alications is an 2pproved Soviet practice. The ±issians know
too ,iuch ,ietall;Lrg to be deliberately guilty of such practices.

The very nigh hardness encountered in Liost Soviet tank arwor hap
caused uuch incceswary concern regarding the relative ballistic per-
foraiance of the hard joviet ar,,ior and the softer American ar,.:or. Many
pEople associate high hardness with high resistance to penetration.
Althoogh this is true, within liuits, in the case of attacic of armiior
by underiatchin4 projectiles (i.e. caliber of shot is less than the
tnickness of the arior) .articularly at low obliquities of attacic, it

t efinitely not true when the ari.or is attacked by larger caliber
3not at higner obliquities of iimiact. Cowpetitive ballistic trials
which have been condact-d at urdnance proving -rounds on both very iard
a-.d nor..aliy hard doaiestic ar.,or and Joviet arior have established
heyond question of doubt tnat in iiany cases, representative of acttual
battlefield attacK conditions, very hard arwor is distinctly inferior
iii resistance to penetration as copared to arwor of miore conventional
fiardnesses (26J-320 Brinell).

Altlo:ah welds in Soviet tarncs are inferior in quality ec.d uuch
-.ore brittle than correspondin, welds in Awerican tanks, this condi-
tion has not been q iajor factor in inpairing the battlefield perforhance
of ;oviet ari,,or. 1-oor joint fits, sloppy appearance, jagged and roun
f-riishes should not divert :;ttention fro,!i the fact that the Scviet tanks
-re r,;,ed and battluworth aud require wany fewer wan-hours cf labor
;,nd precision ,iachine tool;i, jigs, and fixtures to construct than
Ai,.erican tan s of correspondin offensive capabilities. in battle,
tie niAbur of ar.ored vehiclics which can be fielded by a cowbatant is

vital factor in the otcoo1 e of the conflict - and the u issians seen
to nave learned this lesson nore rigorously than have we. it would be
very interesting: to com.1j!re, for exaiiple, the relative man-hoairs of
le.bor and investwent in imiachine tools to construct equivalent nnUbers
of the Awerican 76 iL., Jun Tanc T41 and the Soviet T-34/85.

Typical samples of Soviet ar,ior weld joints are shown in Figares
5, 4, and 5, wlkichi dem.onstrate the various evils of poor joint fit,
eid cracizs, shallow wela penetration, etc. as well Fs the fund .q-entall.j

5
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sound joint designs. 2ii-re 5 is particularly interesting in that
it shows a typical Soviet weld repair, this time in the wilded joint
between the lower glacis plate and the bow casting of a T-34 tank.
A wide and deep crack several feet in length opened Lip in this ferritic
weld, and repair of the crack was effected by depositing a small bead,
isind an austenitic rod, over the surface of the crack to hide it from
view. it might be pointed out, parenthetically, that this tank did not
become a battlefield casualty because of this glaring defect, but
because an arior-piercing projectile was driven through its armor.

ill. Arnaor-Piercing Yrojectiles

A. Steel Project iles

Soviet steel arwor-piercing projectiles which have been cap-
tured in Korea as well as those which have been recovered f row arious
localities during World War ,I are characterized by the wide variety
ih designs which have been encountered. Basically, almost all of the
shot whien have been observed are of the monobloc, or AP, type; i.e.
a shot without an arnaor-piercin4 cap, ana the great majority have
rather small explosive cavities of rather narrow diameter so that they
are wore properly classified as APM; projectiles.

Beyond tuis point, tne similarity in design ceases. Sowe
have ratner sharp-pointed, ogival noses; some have flat noses; solie
have knobs of various shape3 wacnined on their relatively blunt noses;
so.ae are fitted with windsnields wade of steel stamping;s to maintain
a good aerodynamic shape; some have single copper rotating bands; somie
have two rotating bands; soiae are boat-tailed; some have cylindrical
bases; soie are deeply notched circawferentially forward of or behind
their bourrelets, some have one and sowe have two iuch notches, and
tie notches come in a multiplicity of profiles and depths. Typical
shot illustrative of these various design characteristics are shown
in eilare 6.

This bewildering array of designs reduce, however, to a few
basic concepts. it is postulated that Soviet AP shot are designed
primarily for the defeat of highly sloped armor and are believed to
be particularly effective against very hard arwor of the type produced
by the 3oviets, as well as effective against arwor under conditions of
low ambient temperatures; where improperly heat-treated armor tends to
be particilarly brittle and sensitive to shock iatpacts.

Highly sloped ar.or, hard armor, and brittle arwor all tend
to be penetrated by a mechanisu which involves the shearing out of a

6
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disc or plug ahead of tile attacicing projectile. This type of pene-
tration is most effectively achieved by a blunt nosed shot or by one
which fractures in such a wanner that a roughly cylindrical blunt
aiissile results. Such a projectile tends to plug through armor along
a path inore nearly normal to the surface of the ariwor than the original
line of flight of the projectile, i.e., the shot tends to straighten
al, and take a shorter path through the plate than an intact ogival
nosed shot which tends to r1cochet off the face of tne arimior. The
function of the cap on the APC type of shot is to reduce the forces
on the nose of the shot aii this keep it intact; consequently, the
3oviet shot are not capped.

it is inferred tidat tne function of the circuiferential
grooves in the region of the bourrelet is to locate and promote
fracture of the shot when attacking sloped armor targets, and thus
convert ogival shot into tie imore effective flat-nosed shot. Against
low obliquity ar.aor, on the other hand, ogival nosed shot are more
effective than flat nosed shot. Since the bending moment and stress
concentration indiced by the groove when attacking low obliquity tar-
g.ets is also correspondingly low, the grooved shot wiLi not have a
great tendency to fracture against such targets. The groove thus
tends to make the shot more versatile; it does not degrade its per-
for.:iance against targets most readily defeated by sharp nosed shot,
and Liiproves the perfor"tance of the shot ajainst targets ,dost readily
aefeated by blunt nosed shot.

Inforiiation on tne design characteristics, chewical coizposi-
tions, and mechaicai properties of typical Soviet steel ar.or-piercing
projectiles is snown in Table iV. We again encounter the use of high
silicon Mn-si-Cr steels quite similar to those which are employed for
ari.or except that the carbon content has been raised from the 0.25-
0.§30 level used in the arior steels to 0.32- 0.33a carbon, and the
ele.,ient wolybdenuma iis either been greatly reduced or eliminated from
tie shot steels. A Ni-Cr-io steel was, however, employed for the
122 MM AP shot which is the lar-est caliber shot studied, but even in
this projectile the moiybdenn content was only 0.224. in several
cases, the Suviet All shot steels have insufficient alloy content to
permit full hardening through the section upon quenching.

Tie shot bodies are heat treated by a quench and temper
operation to iaaximaui hardnesses in the range of Rockwell C 50, which
is significantly softer than domestic shot which are fully hardened
to Rockwell C 60-63, particularly in the forward portions of the shot.
in addition, A_,erican shot are made froimi alloy steels containing apirox-
imuatel. 0.50- 0.6'A carbon which permits the attainment of the very hi-h
hardnesses soug.ht in domestic practice. Kaximum hardnesses are desired

7
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in domestic shot to prevent deformation and fracture of projectiles
on impact against armor, particularly aainst thick, low obliquity
targets. Against highly sloped armor, it is found that monobloc,
shArp ogived projectiles undergo nose fracture regardless of their
metallurgical and mechanical properties and thus become transformed
to relatively blunt cylindrical shapes which are, as a matter of f,ct,
most effective against highly sloped targets. In view of the fact
that ogival nosed shot undergo nose break-up against sloped armor
targets, the circumferential grooves ised by the Russians are not
really necessary since the shot break ap without them. The grooves
may serve a useful purpose in APHE shot, however, by localizing the
fracture in a region away from the explosive cavity and thas permit
a high order detonation of the portion of tne shot that gets through
the armor.

In several cases the 3oviet shot are heat treated to a tmi-
form hardness of iockwell C 50 all over the shot body, although in
the case of the 85 MM shot the hardness decreased to Rockwell C 25
at the base. In the domestic practice, it is usual to obtain maximum,
hardness (Rc 60-63) in the shot nose down through the bourrelet region
to approximately ±ockwell C 45 at the base. This practice is followed
in order to impart sufficient toughness to the body section to keep it
intact even though the nose may shatter.

Windshields on Soviet Al- shot are generally made by deep
drawing or stamping low carbon sheet steel into the desired shapes.
Relatively pure copper is employed for rotating bands, which are
generally of conventional design, although a copper alloyed with
approximately 5% nickel has been observed as a rotating band material.
This latter alloy may, however, be accidental rather than intentional.

Like the rest of Soviet ordnance material, steel AP projec-
tiles show evidence of coarse machining and finishing on all non-crit-
ical surfaces, while rotating bands and bourrelets have surfaces com-
parable to domestic practice. Almost all Soviet equipment indicates
the careful husbanding of ,anufacturing processes requiring complex
and expensive machine tools and skilled labor. Where needed, however,
good practices are employed.

B. HVAP Projectiles

This type of armor-piercing ammunition covers tungsten
carbide cored projectiles in which tuAnsten carbide penetrators are
fitted into carriers to permit firing frow guns; the carriers accom-
panying the cores to the target, at which point the cores break out

StCRE. SECURITY INFORMATIC;1
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of the carriers to perforate the armor. The carrier generally plays
little or no part in the penetration of armor, serving only as a vehi-
cle for the tungsten carbide core in the interior and exterior ballistic
stades of flijht. When, however, as in the case of Soviet HVAP shot,
the carrier is heavy and roach of the weight is behind the core, the
carrier may act as a piston helping to drive the core througu the armor
and dishing oat a large crater in the face of the impacted plate.

The Soviet HVAI projectiles which have been encountered in
Korea are very primitive in design, looking almost exactly like the
early Gernian World war I arrow-head projectiles which were encountered
in 1942 and possibly earlier. Figure 7 shows photographs of typical
Soviet 45 MM, 57 MM and 85 MM HVAP shot. These three shot are similar
in most of their design characteristics; all have soft steel bodies
machined from unheat-treated low to medium carbon steel bar stock, see
Table V. The windshields of these particular rounds are aluminum alloy
sand castings whose inside contours fit over the ogive of the tungsten
carbide cores and are screwed into the shot bodies, see Figure 8.for
cross-sectional views of the carriers of the subject HVAP shot. The
alwainum alloy windshields are similar in composition to two commonly
ased domestic sand-casting dlloys, Alcoa 212 and 195. The cores are
cemented into position by use of a litharge-glycerol cement.

in the case of a 76.2 MM Soviet HVAP shot, the windn1i.r. was
made of a low carbon steel stamping attached to the shot body by grooves
pressed into cannelLres wacnined in the forward portion of the body. In
tnis projectile the core was fixed into the body by crimping a lip of
tkLe body over the ogive of the core. The smaller caliber HVAP shot had
integral steel rotating bands machined fro, the bar stock while the
larger caliber nVAt shot had one and two rotating bands made from high
p rity copper.

Again, iachining and finishes on -iin-critical surfaces are
exti'ewely rough; And ali materials withlof course, the exception of
the tingsten carbi e cores, consist of non-strategic metals insofar" as
po;.3ible. The tungsten carbide cores are of uniform composition, con-
ta~nnng p!roximately 90p tungsten, 6, carbon (sufficient tocombine
with alt the tangsten to form VC), and approximately 4 nickel as the
b inder. it nas been foand in this country that cobalt is better than
aiekel as the binder in tungsten carbide cores; providing somewhat
gruiatr toughntss and resistance to fracture. The use of nickel by
th i ussians may indicate a shortage of cobalt in the Soviet zone, or
u±. e an -itttude that nickel bonded cores are good enough and the use
of cobalt does not provide sufficient improvement to Justify the Lse
of' th, oio r strategic w(tl in this application.

u;,eri.i. I .mgteri carbide cores have been made with as high
16;.' !olalt . tte binier, bat recent research haR shown that lower

biricer c.otenrts :-esilt in better overall penetration performance, with
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possibly 5 to 80 cobalt being optiLmu. The Soviet tungsten carbide
core composition is thus not too far away from what we are evolving

to.

A significant difference between Soviet and American HVAP
shot is in the size and weight of cores used in the various calibers

of shot. As seen in Table Y, the Soviet 45 MM HVAP shot has a core

weighing approximately 1/2 pound, while the 57 MM, 76-2 MM, and 85 MM
HVAP shot have cores weighing between 1 and 1.1/3 pounds; while the
core to total projectile weights range from as low as 13p to a high
of 30Oh. By way of contrast, the American 76 kM HVAP M93 shot has a
4 pound core and the 90 141 UVAP M304 shot has an 8 pound core, with
the cores weighinz 45-p to 50'P of the total weight of the shot. The
very small size of the cores in the Soviet HVAP shot is well illus-
trated in Figure 8, whicn shows cross-sections of the bodies and
windshields of the 45 MM, 57 41, and 85 MI HVAP shot such that the
cavities for the cores are revealed. The tungsten carbide cores for
these shot are snown in Figure 9.

Photomicrographs of a typical Soviet tungsten carbide core
tire shown in Figure 10. The material is very porous and the grain
size is extremely non-uniforia, the structure containing scattered large
grains interspersed with fine grains of tungsten carbide. The poor
quality customarily observed in Soviet tungsten carbide cores is in-
aicative of sloppy iaaniLfacturing pra;tice.

In view of the li-ht weight and arrow-head designs of Soviet
HVAP shot, the .-ange-velocity characteristics of these nroiectiles
would be expecteu to be poor. Also, because of the low weight and

consequent low kinetic energy of the tungsten carbide cores, the armor

penetration performance of Soviet HVAP shot should be far inferior to
that of domestic HVAP shot. Nevertheless, at short renges the Soviet
HVA shot can readily perforate American tanks as we have learned in

Korea.

IV. High Explosive Ammunition

The general appearance of Soviet high explosive amaunition is

similar to that of comparable American munitions. In many instances,
however, the Soviet shell have thicker walls than American shell,
presumably to provide a ,reater mass of metal for fragmentation. As
a matter of fact, the design of and materials employed in Soviet high
explosive am±.unition seems to stress fragmentation rather than blast
effect; both mortar and artillery H.E. shell often having thicker walls

and heavier weights of metal than corresponding types and calibers of
American rounds.
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A very noteworthy aspect of Soviet high explosive ammunitiot is
the ase of cast iron in both mortar end artillery H.S. shell as seen
from the data shown in Table Vi. The extreme brittleness of cast iron
enhances the fragmentation characteristics of this Laterial; a shell
of cast iron may produce up to 20 tiLes as many framents upon detona-
tion as a similar shell ,,ace from forged steel. The frag.,ents recovered
from one detonated 82 MA wortar shell are shown in Figure 11. This shell,
for exauiple, produced more than 10,000 fragments upon detonation. Al-
though, of course, a very lnrge proportion of these frag,,ients are fines
weighing less than 2 grains (approxiimately 7500 fragments Pre in this
classification), a very large number of these fragments may be effective
Ps casualty producing agents. Even very tiny fragments are capable of
,roQucin severe casualties a3 weil as deaths as attested to by the
;mtrveys wade by wedicai teams in , orea during the periods wen field
trials of experiental body armior gar.iients were conducted prior to the
st:ndardizvtion of this type of cquipment.

iie 82 iie Soviet wortar shell also proouced approximately i600
fragiments weighin- frod 2 to 5 grains, 850 frag, ents weighing fro,: 5
to i± Srains, 700 fragmaents weighing l to 25 grains, and l0C fra aients
weihing 25 to 50 grains. Frn.aients Ln taese weight ranges E.re parti-

cularly effective against personnel.

Competitive firing tests of the Soviet 82 MM cast iron and tie
A,,erican 81 k.d4 M43A1 for-ed steel miortar shell have been conducted at
iberdeen i-roving 4round where the shell were detonated in the center
of 1" pine boards arranged in sei-circles of 20 foot and 40 foot radii.
The following results were obtained:

82 MR Soviet 81 MI American
Mortar Shell h,3A1 Iiortar Shell

20' radius

Total hits 5891 734
Total perforations 1435 333

40' radius

Total hits 2513 277
Total perforations 824 102
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From these data, the Russian shell is shown to produce:

at 20 feet

8 times more total hits
4.3 times more total perforations

at 40 feet

9.1 times more total hits
8.1 times more total perforations

Number of Fragments or Density
Per Square Yard From Main Spray

82 Mkv Soviet 81 14 American

Cast Iron Forded Steel

20' radius

Total hits 93.8 11.7
Total perforations 22.8 5.3

40' radius

Total hits 20.0 2.2
Total perforations 6.6 0.8

The above data were extracted from an Aberdeen Proving Ground
Memorandum Report by Colonel G. B. Jarrett, Chief of Library and
Museum Branch, dated 28 November 1950.

The very neat trick employed by the Soviets in the selection of

calibers should be pointed out at this time. If they capture stocks
of our 81 IM mortar shell, they can return them to us by firing them
from their 82 MM4 mortars. On the other hand, their 82 MM mortar shell
will not fit our 81 MM wortar tubes.

To further belabor the point of the excellent fragmentation charac-
teristics of cast iron shell, the Soviet 120 kk Mortar Shell, Mod.

00843A produces approximately 23,000 fragments upon detonation; approx-
imately 10,000 being up to 2 grains in weight, 6,000 - 2 to 5 grains in
weight, 3000 - 5 to 10 grains in weight, 2300 - 10 to 25 grains in
weight, 900 - 25 to 50 grains in weight, 300 - 50 to 75 grains in weight,
and 200 - 75 to 100 grains in weight. Truly an anti-personnel weapon
of terrifying capabilities.

12
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The low strength (see Table VI) of cast iron does, of course,
limit the performance of shell waae from this material; and probably
confines their use to lower pressare and hence lower velocity and

shorter range gun and mortar tubes. Cast metal does, on the other
hand, have the desirable characteristic of breaking Lp into chunky,
almost cubic, fragments as can be seen in figure 11. f'ragments of
this general shape have the most desirable range-velocity character-
istics and are to be greatly preferred to long splinters such as are
often produced from the sidewalls of forged steel shell.

As with all other Soviet materiel, the high-explosive ammzunition
shows rough surface finishes and coarse wachining except on critical
areas sQch as bourrelets and rotating bands.

GENUA .CAQNSIDEATIONS

It must be borne in Llind that the Soviet ordnance materiel des-
cribed in this paper was mostly of world War 1I manufacture and repre-
sents design concepts which, for the greater part, were established as
early as 1940-1942. It cannot be said with any certainty that these
design concepts are, in all cases, still adhered to by the Soviets.

There have been recurrent rumors of the up-gunning and up-armoring
of Soviet tanks, including the addition of more or less complex spaced
arwor on tanks designed to defeat chemical energy armor-defeating aw u-
nition.

Fro.,, a metallurgical point of view, it would appear that the Soviets
have attained equality with this country in the matter of technical in-
formation but not in technological development or in skill and training
of metals workers such as weldors, foundryen and machinists.

The use of niigh silicon steels for many ordnance applications is
unique with the Soviets. American ordnance steels rarely have miore
than 0. 4 u silicon, while the nussians use steels with as much as 1.5%
silicon as one of tne alloyin4 elements. In one case where a high
silicon bearing artor steel was produced by an American steel mill
tunder Lend-Lease during World tsar ii, the steel was very dirty, con-
taining himch concentrations of silicate inclusions, whereas the Russians
have developed methods to produce reasonably sound high silicon alloy
steels. Silicon is not a particulerly desirable alloying element in
steel, having only a moderate effect on hardenability and it has been

found, in many cases, to eiabrittle steel which is tempered in the range
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of 250-300 Brinell. its effect in very high strength steels (400-
450 Brinell) may not be detrimental and may even be beneficial,
witness the high sillico-manganese spring steels, in any case, most
of the high silicon alloy steels had sufficient quantities of other
alloying elements such as manganese, nickel, and chromium present
to provide adequate hardenability, so that the use of silicon did
not seem necessary.

There appears to be a definite tendency to conserve molybdenum
in Soviet ordnance steels, even though this element is almost a speci-
fic for temper embrittlement. Of course, very high hardness steels
such as Soviet ar.,ior and Al shot are not tewpered at tewperatures in
which the embrittling precipitate forms, so that the need for molybdenum
to cope with temper brittleness is greatly lessened as coIwpared to
American practice.

in many cases, the total alloy content of Soviet ordnance steels
has not been too wisely selected; some components having more alloy
than needed to provide adequate hardenability for the section sizes
involved, aqd some not having sufficient alloy content. The same
remark also applies, however, to many Awerican ordnance steels em-
ployed in the early stages of World War il, but by 1943 most ordnance
steels in this country were designed with attention to hardenability
req ireiients in order to conserve the more strategic alloying elements.

in closing, it should be emphasized that this country could do
well to emulate the Soviet practice of employing finely machined
finishes only wuere needed. The same applies to nigh quality, care-
fully prepared welded joints, castings, and other metal products.
Detailed attention to aesthetic appearances is costly, time consuming,
and, throughout the history of man, is not known to have won a single
war,
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BOW CASTING

NOSE OF
TANK HULL

REPAIR WELD
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LONG

.8" LOWER GLACIS PLATE
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